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Noranda Mining 6 Exploration Ltd, of Rouyn-Noranda, Quebec 

requested that M.C. Exploration Services Inc, of South Porcupine, 

ON, performed additional work on their Fox-2-93 Property mainly 

for assessment purposes. The work comprises line 

reestablishing and 1.6 km of Time Domain Induced Polarization 

Survey ( Pole Dipole Array, nl to n6, a= 50m). The author 

recommends no further work at this time.
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l . O In-t ion

Noranda Exploration Co. (Former Timmins Office) previously 
explored the Fox-2-93 Property in 1994. The development of the 
Patton Recce Project in conjunction with an aero-EM anomaly 
situated on the property initially prompted the work. The 
Fox-2-93 Property is in Fox Township, fifteen (15) miles east of 
Cochrane, ON, Porcupine Mining Division. The money expended in 
1994 was not sufficient to keep the claim block in good standing. 
Therefore the company was required to spend additional monies 
before October 15, 1995. Noranda Mining and Exploration Ltd., of 
Rouyn-Noranda, Quebec, awarded additional work to M.C. 
Exploration Services Inc. of South Porcupine, ON in September, 
1995. The 1995 work is comprised of; grid line reestablishing, 
and an Induced Polarization Survey (Pole Dipole, nl to 6, a= 
50m). The author used past work for references as follows; 1994 
TFM i HLEM Surveys done by Noranda, Timmins Assessment Files, 
Preliminary Map P.99 (R M Ginn, 1960), Airborne survey flown by 
Geoterrex Ltd (ODVi/ OGS, 1979).

2.0

2.1 Owner and Description

The Fox-2-93 Property comprises claim 1193796 and is owned 
by Noranda Mining and Exploration Ltd., of Rouyn-Noranda, Quebec. 
The eight (8) unit claim block covers 320 acres in lots 9 and 10 
in the N 1/2 of concession IV of Fox Township, Porcupine Mining 
Division.
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2.2 Location and Accessibility

The Fox-2-93 Property, situated in Fox Township is twelve 
(12) air miles east of Cochrane, ON. Access to the property is 
achieved as follows; after travelling east out of Cochrane, ON, 
along Highway 574 and crossing the Abitibi River the Highway 
diverges south heading towards Norembega, ON, roughly three (3) 
miles south, before the ONR a concession road (dividing CON IV 
and V) reaches the north boundary.

2.3 Past Exploration

The Resident Geologist Office in Timmins, ON, has no records 
of previous work on the property. Noranda Exploration Co. is 
presumingly the first company to prospect the claims in 1994. 
However, there is work in the near vicinity that is of 
significance that was done on several patented claims in Fox 
Township. The old workings consists of trenching and stripping 
done on lots 9 and 10 in the K 1/2 of concession III. References 
can be made with ODM Map P.99 (RM Ginn, 1960).

FIGURE 1;

Fox-2-93 Property 
6 1994 Grid Lines.

1995 I.P. Survey.
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3.0 Geology

3.1 General Geology

Much of the Fox Township is cleared arable land, the 
surficial deposits consisting of clay till and local organic 
material. The only rock exposure found occur in concession III 
between lots 4 and 10.

The oldest rock is gneiss consisting of garnet, biotite, 
amphibole, and quartz, it is probably a metasediment. Several 
thin beds of quartz pebble conglomerate were recognized. A few 
narrow bands contain magnetite; these are considered to be 
ferruginous churts rather than iron formations. There is 
considerable pyrite and pyrrhotite in these bands which trend 
approximately N85 E. The sulphides occur as pods, the largest 
seen being about 35 feet wide and 300 feet long at the north side 
of the easternmost outcrop area. Pits and trenches are numerous. 
A grab sample of pyrite and pyrrhotite taken by the author from 
lot 9, concession III, and two from lot 5, concession III were 
reported by the Provincial Assayer to contain no gold, or nickel. 

These rocks are cut by metagabrro which consists of 
hornblende and plagioclase, foliated parallel to the 
metasediments. The metasediments are locally granitized to a 
granite gneiss. Post-deformation granite and granite pegmatite 
intrude the older rocks as sills, dikes, and irregular masses. 
Sulphide-bearing quartz veins are not uncommon. North-south 
diabase dikes cut all other rocks.

As per; ODM Preliminary Map P.99, R M Ginn, 1960.

3.2 Property Geology

The 1994 surveys (HLEM k TFM) confirmed a thick mantle of 
glacial debris on the property. The magnetic survey inferred two 
NS diabase dykes with irregular propagation, suggesting two EK 
faults bisecting the property. The weak inclination of magnetic 
susceptibility implied that the property is underlain by an acid 
intrusion, perhaps granite or heavily hybridized gneiss.
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4.0

4.1 Line reestablishing

A cj e n ci .

MCX geophysical crews first located the grid on September 
29, 1995 which needed refurbishing before starting any surveys. 
The 6.2 km grid that was cut in early spring, 1994, was severely 
overgrown with alders. The baseline of the 1994 grid followed 
the concession road with an azimuth of N900 T. The seven (7) 800 
meter lines were turned 90 degrees to the baseline.

4.2 I.P. Survey Procedure

On October 3, 1995, the geophysical crews completed a 
1.6 km circuit using the Time Domain Induced Polarization (I.P.) 
method. The crews used the following equipments; Androtex TDR-6 
Receiver, Scintrex TSQ-3, 3000 watt Transmitter (refer to 
addendum for equipment specifications). The survey used the 
following requested configuration; Pole Dipole Array, reading nl 
to n6 (inclusively) with a- 50 meters (Dipole Spacing). The 
remote electrode was located 800 meters south of line 200E. 
There are 75 stations read on each line, 100E 6 200E presented on 
separate sections ( 1: 5000) showing Apparent Resistivity in 
ohms/ 50 meters, and Chargeability in V/ mV. Line 200E was 
read from S to N with the mobile current lagging south. Line 
100E was read from N to S with the mobile current leading the 
survey. The penetration from nl to n6 was from S to N on both 
lines with the receiver synchronizing with the transmitter on the 
nl channel.
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4.3 I.P. Survey Results

Both sections having minimal I.P. effects with low apparent 
resisivities broadly dispersed infer a predominant underlay of 
gneissoidal sedimentary rocks. The most obvious aberrative 
response seen on both resistivity sections (near circular 
response above 500 ohms/ 50 meters), under 200S infers a probable 
irregular mass (granite or granite pegmatite) intruding the 
sediments.

5 . O R e c: o mm esr* ci ci t io n ss

Additional work is not recommended at this time

DATE;

R.J. Dalg l e
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C ERT I F X C AT X O1SI

I Richard Daigle of Timmins, Ontario

Certify

1. I have received an Electronic Technologist Certificate in 
1979 from Radio College of Canada, Toronto, ON.

2. I have been computer literate and utilized geophysical 
equipment for fifteen years.

3. Experienced Max-Min ( HLEM ) interpretations along with field 
operations under the supervision of John Betz, 1979- 81.

4. Geophysicist Assistant for Kidd Creek Mines under the 
supervision of Mr. Doug Londry, 1981- 85.

5. Fulfilled geophysical contracts in NE Ontario, 1985-87.

6. Fulfilled geophysical contracts ( IP, HLEM, MAG, SP ) in 
Eastern Canada and submitted reports, 1987- 92.

7. I have been employed by M.C. Exploration Services Inc as 
Geophysical Evaluator for the past three years.

8. I have no direct interest in the property reported upon.

DATE :
Timmins, ON

Mr. R. J. Daigle
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THE INDUCED POLARIZATION METHOD

Induced Polarization (IP) is the measurement of a residual 
voltage in rocks that remains after the interception of a 
primary voltage. It includes many types of dipolar charge 
distributions set up by the passage of current through 
consolidated or unconsolidated rocks. Among the causes are 
concentration polarization and electrokinetic effects in all 
rocks and the phenomenon of overvoltage in rocks containing 
electronic conductors such as metallic eulphides and graphite.

The term overvoltage applies to secondary voltages set up by 
a current in the earth which decays when that current is 
interrupted. These secondary effects may be measured by pick up 
or potential electrodes.

IP as ve generally know it is a method of prospecting for low 
qrade sulfide ores where metallic particles, sulfides in 
particular, give an anomalous response. Barren rock (with 
certain exceptions) gives a low response.

 In practise. IP is measured in one of two ways: In the pure 
form, a steady current of some seconds (nominally 2 seconds) is 
passed and abruptly interupted. The slowly decaying transient 
voltages existing in the ground are measured after interuption 
This is know as "pulse" or "time domain" IP. The factor Vs/Vp 
is the integrated product for a specified time and several 
readings are averaged thus suppressing noise and coupling 
effects. The resultant "m" or chargeability is essentially a* 
unitless value.

The second method entails a comparison of the apparent 
resistivity using sinusoidal alternating currents of 2 
frequencies within the normal range of 0.1 to 10.0 cps. The 
factor used to represent the IP effect by this method is the 
Percent Frequency Effect (PFE) and is defined by
(R1-R2)7R1 x lOO* where Ri and R2 are the apparent resistivities 
at the low and high frequency.

OSE and LIMITATIONS

The effective depth of penetration of any IP curvey is a 
function of the resistivity of the surface layer with respect to 
the resisitivity of the lower layer. All arrays have different 
effects from this resistivity contrast - some are less affected 
than others. When the surface layer is 0.01 of the lower layer. 
the effective penetration is very poor hence the term "masking".



The Bize of the target therefore becomes important when 
detection is desirous under a conductive surface layer. The 
Frequency methods are the roost adversely effected by masking 
as inductive coupling can be much greater than the response.

The IP effect was initially developed for the prospecting 
of large porphyry copper ore bodies. Since that time, it has 
been successfully adapted for the search of sulphide bodies in 
the Canadian Shield and elsewhere. It is also useful as a 
structural mapping tool.
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Pole Dipole Array

The use of the Pole Dipole array is much less common then 
the Dipole Dipole array bvt it has distinct advantages. The 
most notable advantage is the much stronger current density 
obtained from the single current pole on the traverse. This 
results in the strongest potential voltage measurable from 
any of the arrays. This stronger signal to noise permits 
operation in noisier areas and areas of thicker overburden.

This array is set up similar to that of the Dipole 
Dipole array except that one current electrode is fixed at 
geometric infinity or lOa ( 10 times the potential dipole ) 
across strike. The plot point is mid way between the on 
line current and the centre of the potential electrodes.

wrfeci
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ADVANTAGES

flic* *:J

to noise ratio1. Good SP rejection. The strong signal 
effectively eliminates the SP effect.
2. Kot susceptible to "masking" effects. This is the 
recommended array in areas of conductive overburden.
3. A fairly sensitive and selective array.
4. Returns highest Vp of all arrays. Hence it is ideal 
for work in noisy areas.
5. Relatively faster than Dipole Dipole.
6. Low inductive coupling.

DISADVANTAGES

J. Asymmetrical response - peak is only over the source 
it-hen the spacing "a" is less than the depth of investigation. 
There vi 11 occur a double peak with the stronger of the two 
on the current side of the potential. This requires that 
moving current be always kept in the same relative position 
to the measuring dipole.
2. Requires communication between current on line and 
transmitter.



INDUCED POLARIZATION SURVEY

The Time Domain Method for Measuring IP

There are tk-o JbasJc systems or methods for the measurement of IP:

a) Frequency Domain
b) Time Domain

In this lecture ve shall discuss the Time Domain method, its 
advantages and limitations.

The phenomena of induced polarization was reported in the 
literature as early as I 920 by Schlumberger. "o** ''"***  
development of the method in the l.S. are genera 7 Jj doted to 
Bleil (1953). Men a steady-state current into the earth i~ 
interrupted, it as observed that the voltage r .or. i '"fie not 
point in the vicinity of the electrode generally does not 
immediately drop to zero. Instead the voltage drops to sor, 

' voltage V and thereafter decays vith the tjn.e towara *ero (see 

Figure I).

CURRENT INTERRUPTION

M (0 s
Veto

CO CO

Schewtlc Illustration *f the Utnilcr.t 
IP rcspome.



The decay voltage or transient voltage indicates that the earth's 
resistivity is not simply resist i ve, but also has a reactive term 
too. The earth's resistivity is in genera] complex and might 
better be called an imped 11 vi t y. The term complex resistivity is 
more frequently being invoked to describe the total nature of the 
earth's resistivity. Modern time domain or transient techniques 
for measuring IP have developed from this very simple method of 
observing the IP response. A measure of the IP response, called 
CHARGEABILITY (M), is simply the amplitude of the secondary or 
decay voltage Vs (t) relative to the amplitude of the steady 
state voltage measured Vp vhile the current Kas on (see Figure 
1).

The secondary voltage is usually much smaller then the 
primary voltage, so it is usual to express the secondary voltage 
in units of millivolts while retaining the units of volts for the 
primary voltage. Thus, the units of IP as measured using a pulse \ 
transient technique are often given as n-v/V. If the secondary - 
voltage and the primary voltage- are expressed in the canie units, 
their ratio (i.e. Vs.'Vp) is a diniensionless fraction. Sometimes, 

. therefore, the If response (chargeability) Kill be expressed as a 
percent.

The definition of chargeability as suggested in Figure l j
indicates that it is a function of time. Thus, there are an j
infinite number of possibilities for the definition of a single i
parameter which characterizes the measured chargeability or IP \
response. Kuch of the ongoing IP research today is centered j
around studying the totaJ decay curve or, equivalently t the j
frequency spectra of the IP response, to determine additional j
information pertaining to the nature of the source of the IP \
response. i

 i
Modern time domain IP surveying instrumentation provides an

efficient way of periodically repeating the experiment described
in Figure J. The time domain transmitter periodically pulses the
current circuit. In addition, it commutates the polarity of the
pulses. The transmitter waveform is illustrated in Figure 2.
It is standard practice for the current OK time to be equal to
the current OFF time. The ratio of the current OK time to the
fundamental repetition period of the transmitter is often called
the DUTY CYCLE and therefore when current on time equals the
current off time the transmitter has a 50 percent duty cycle. An
8 sec repetition period 10.125Hz) and a 50 percent duty cycle is
the most common IP transmitter waveform. However, there are some
transmitters available for which both the duty cycle and the
fundamental period can be varied.

II



J PRIMARY TRANSMITTER 
WAVEFORM

k SECONDARY VOLTAGE WAVEFORM i

DEFINITION OF MEWMONT IP PARAMETERS V. 1 B 't'

Dcfipitior. of U.s hewvr.t IF r*r*r*U-v *i* a-.i V .

Standard Definitions for Chargeability IK)

Figure l suggests that the IP parameter, chargeability 
varies Kith time and so it does. However, for practical reasons 
the entire decay curve is generaJJy not sampled. Instead, the 
secondary voltage is sampled one or nore tires at various 
interals.

Because the secondary voltage is received at extremely lov 
levels in many prospecting situations, measurements of its 
amplitude at any given time is extremely susceptible to noise. 
Therefore, the secondary voltage is usually integrated for a 
period of time called a gate. Thus, if the noise has a zero 
mean, the integration if ill tend to cancel the noise. Figure 2 
illustrates the "Kevmonf gates. The Kevmont K factor is a 
standard time domain IP parameter throughout Korth America. The 
gate delay (i.e. the time after current interruption before 
integration starts), 0.45 sec ras chosen to aJ-Iou enough time for 
normal electromagnetic effects and any capacitive coupling 
effects between the transmitter and receiver to attenuate so that 
the secondary voltage consists only of the IP decay voltage.

JJJ



In many t but not all, prospecting situations, the 450 msec delay 
before integration is sufficient time for any electromagnetic 
effects to have decayed away. The gate width is arbitrary but it 
is generally chosen to be an integral multiple of 60 Hz periods 
(i.e. 16.7 msec) so that the effect of 60 Hz noise is cancelled 
in the integration. The Kewmont M gate width is 39 periods long 
while the L parameter is 78 periods long. The Kewmont L factor 
as defined in Figure l is a parameter which helps to signal the 
presence of anomalous decay curve shape. The ratio of L to M 
(i.e. L/M) is unity whenever a typical IP decay curve is 
encountered. Khen L/K departs significantly from unity in a 
prospecting situation, the presence of EH coupling is strongly 
indicated. The reader is referred to Swift (1973) for an 
analysis of this parameter.

Multiple Gate Time Domain Receivers

The foregoing discussion suggests that there is more 
information in a tir..e-donain decay curve tt, a r, a sin.fle 
chargeability. Indeed, coni err.porary research ir/ the IF method is 
nou- directed toward an analysis of the entire waveforn.. Jr, order 
to obtain nore information on the decay curve shape, most JT 
instrument manufact urers make a receiver which is capable of 
measuring more than one gate along the transient. Figure 3 
schematically illustrates one-half of a time domain waveform and 
4 arbitrary along the secondary voltage. The gate definitions 
are arbitrary, subject only to practical considerations mentioned 
earlier. However, the gates which are farther out in the decay- 
curve necessarily must integrate a signal of much lower 
amplitude. As a result, it is usual to increase the gate widths 
by some multiple of the first gate width. Figure 3 suggests a 
binary increase in the width. Some instruments choose the gate 
widths and calibration constants so that whenever a decay curve 
having the standard shape of an IP response is measured, the 
chargeabilities measured at each gate are the same.

flCM r fig."* J. tyrrell chargMblllty fete fffinUlon *r. a 
9* 1 1 tin ***ln IP receiver.

JV
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i /\ANPRQTEX TDR - 6

SIX DIPOLE TIME DOMAIN IP RECEIVER

FEATURES

* Wide input signol range

* Automatic •efl-potentio' cancellation

* Stocking/averaging of Vp ond M lor riigV 
tneasurement accuracy in noisy environments

* Hig^ rejection of power line interference

* Continuity resistance test

* Switch selectable delay ond integration time

* AAjltiv/mdow chargeability measurements

* Dig;ta! output lo- doto logger

* Six cbonne1 input provided

* Compotiye wilf, siandard time domain transmitters

* AlpKo-numeric LCD display

* Audio indicator lor outomatic SP compensation 

o Portable

The TDR-6 induced polarization receive: i* o hig'-'y coi'-eKeclIve instruc 
tor Ac detailed measurements of induced polarization and resistivity p*.( 
nomenon. Up to six dipoles con be measured simultaneously, thus increase, 

survey production.

A wide input voltage range, up to 30V, simplifies surveys over Ae norrc- 
tKoflow conductors of brge resistivity contrast Input cignol indicators o . 
provided tor *och dipole All data are displayed or a 2 x 16 chorocte- 1C i 
module ond any selected parameters con be monitored on o separate analog.' 
meter to* noise evaluation during the stocking/averaging

Although Ae TDR-6 receiver is automatic it allows W eontro' ond com'-. 
nicotians with the operator at oil limes during measurements

Since 0* input signal synchronizes the receive: tf eorli cycle, Ae trans 
fer timing stability is no! critical and any standard time domain Iransn-.ir- 

can be wed
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Figure 2
The TSQ-3 Transmitter and Motor-Generator Set

Tine Domain: T - 1.2,4 or 8 seconds, switch selectable

l
T-*! 

l n n
Frequency Domain: T - l and f - 0.1. 0.3. 1.0 or 3.0 Hz.

f

u au
Figure 3
The TSQ-3 Output



circuit resistance are presented on a LED digital display.

l* .b..

selected.

2. TSQ-3 Transmitter Console ft Motor - Generator Specifications

Transmitter Console 

Output Power 

Output Voltages
300 400. 500. 600. 750. 900. 1050, 1200. 
1350 and 1500 volts, switch selectable

Output Current

Output Current 
Stability

Stabilization Over- 
range Protection

Digital Display

Automatically controlled to within  O.U 
for up to 201 external load variation or 
up to *101 input voltage variations.

High voltage shuts off automatically if 
the control range of 20* is exceeded.

Light emitting diodes permit display up to 
1999 with variable decimal point; switch 
selectable to read input voltage, output 
current, external circuit resistance, dual 
current range, switch selectable.



Current Reading 
Resolution

10 BiA on coarse range (1-lOA). l *A on 
fine range (0-2A)

Frequency Domain 
Vaveforo

Square wave, approximately 61 off at each 
polarity change

Frequency Domain Standard: 0.1. 0.3, 1.0 and 3.0 Hz, switch
selectable.
Optional: any number of frequencies in
range 0.1 to 5 Hz.

Time Domain Cycle 
Timing

t:t:t:t; on:off:on:off: automatic

Time Domain 
Polarity Change

Each 2t; automatic

Tine Domain Pulse 
Durations

Standard: 1*1,2,4,6,16 and 32 seconds 
Optional: any other timings

Tine and Frequency 
Stability

Crystal controlled to better than O. li 
vlth external clock option better than 
20 ppm over operating temperature range.

Efficiency .78

Operating 
Temperature Range

-30"C to *50'C

Overload Protection Automatic shut-off at 3000 VA.

Underload Protection Automatic shut-off at current below 85 mA

Automatic shut-off at Internal temperature 
of 85*C

Thermal Protection

Dimensions 350 ac * 530 BIT x 320

Weight 25.0 kg

Motor Generator

Type Motor flexibly coupled to alternator and 
installed on a frame vlth carrying 
handles.

Motor Briggs and Stratton, four stroke, 6 HP



Alternator Permanent magnet type, 800 Hz. three
phase 230 V AC at full load.

Output Power 3500 V A maximum 

Dimensions 520 mm x 715 mm x 560 KB. 

Weight 72.5 kg. 

Total System

Shipping Velght 150 kg includes transmitter console.
motor-generator, connecting cables and 
reusable vooden crates.

In Table l the maxiuun output current froc the transmitter at 
certain values of load resistance is given for each position of 
the output voltage selector switch. The aaximjn. load resistance 
limit occurs because of the built-in underload protection which 
shuts off the transmitter If the output is less than 85 mA. 
Figure 4 is a graph of output current vs voltage.

S. Theory of Operation

Power is supplied to the TSQ-3 transmitter through the alternator 
input connector from the three phase. 800 Hz alternator driven by 
a single cylinder, 4 stroke 8 HP engine. The main advantages of 
this brushless, permanent magnet alternator are: high efficiency. 
blgh overload capacity, short circuit immunity and minimum main 
tenance. The 10 c long input cable has four conductors, three for 
the three phases and the fourth to connect the alternator housing 
and the back pack to the TSQ-3 grounding lug. An additional 
grounding lug is provided on the mounting frame of the motor- 
generator which must be grounded as veil.

Figure 5 is a block diagram showing the basic function of the 
TSQ-3 transmitter.

Two of three input phases are sensed by the Overload Sensors. In 
case of an overload, the Protection Circuits open the colid-ctate 
Input Switches. The same action takes place if the output current 
drops below 85 mA, which is sensed by the Open Loop Sensor. If 
the current stabilization range of 20X is exceeded, the Over-Range 
Sensor initiates the same action.
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and Mines

Ontario

Report o? Work Conducted 
After Recording Claim

Mining Act

Personal Information collected on this term is obtained under the authority of the Mining Act. Triis Inforrnatkm win be used for cornMpondence. Questions about 
this collection should be directed to the Provincial Manager. Mining Lands. Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, Fourth Floor. 150 Cedar Street. 
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WorkGroup

Geotechnical Survey

Physical Work, 
Including Drilling

Rehabilitation

Other Authorized 
Work

Assay*

Assignment from 
Reserve
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Total Assessment Work Claimed on the Attached Statement of Costs

Note: The Minister may reject for assessment work credit all or part of the assessment work submitted if the recorded 
holder cannot verify expenditures claimed in the statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification.

'ersons and Survey Company Who Performed the Work (Give Name and Address of Author of Report)
Name Address

Me.. /Mf [
"P.

ittach a schedule If necessary)

3. i ".'- -tlori of Benefic'sl Interest * See Note No. 1 on reverse side

•i.'.-. : : ie J.-ne the work was performed, the claims covered In this work 
. TP ,v corded In the current holder's name or held under a beneficial Interest 

jy J-xj current recorded holder.

Date Recorded

irtlflcatlon of Work Report
certify that l have a personal knowledge of the facts set forth in this Work report, having performed the work or witnessed same during and/or after 

ts completion and annexed report is true.
DOQ AoonMt of Pwvoft CorWyinQ

L. t.'. to c. c H
  pont No*

Bf f- T A s—

r Office Use Only
*aJ Value Cr. Recorded Date Recorded

a,**** Deemed Appr Date Date Approved

Date Notice for Amerfiknents Sent

'h:\
OCT 6 1995

/t 'si /fc, 
PORCUPINE i 1 : !!110 DIVISION

.03*1)



Details for Work Report l NEONT95.034 Pa9e l

Work Report! 
for Applying 

Reserve

Claii Nuiber 
(see note 2)

lof 
Claii 
Units

|P 1,193,7961 8

4 ————————————

4 ——————— —————

4 ————————————

4 ————————————

4 ————————————

4 ————————————

4 ————————————

4 ————————————

1
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4 —— —

1

h ————— ~

1 14 ———————————— 4 ———————————

1

1

14 ——————————— 4 ——————————

1 14 ——————————— 4 ——————————

1 1
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1
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1

f ————
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f

k

y

'
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4
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\

h

^
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^

k

l 
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k 

k 

k 

k

Value of Assesient 
Mork Done 

on this Claii

2,000.00

t...... —————

t — ——————

t — ——————

( —— —————

, — — —————

t — ——————

1

k

y

k 

'̂

k 

y 

t

Y

t ————————— 

( —— —————

t — ———————

, — — —————

Value Applied 
to this Claii

2,000.00 ^.-- ————— ——

h ——— ........ —

h ———— — — ...

^ ———— — — ...

^ ————————— — 

^ ————— -. ————

^ ————— —— ——— 

( ———————— .. —

^ ———————— ———

i ———————————

t ———— —————— .
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k ———————————

t ———————————

y —————————————————

2,000.00 2,000.00
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.
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t

l
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'

.

'
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t 
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t

,

^

h

h

k 
f

k

Values Assigned 
fro* this Claii

t — — ————— .

Reserve:Hork to be 
Claiied at 

a Future Date.— — —— ......,

,.. ——————————— -. ———————— A

2. ' "T -i
^ ——— —
^ ———

^ ———————————

- ^ ~ *\
, ————————————————————————— ^

. ————————————————————————— .

, ————————————————————————— .

1

1
| ——————————————————— 4

1
, ——————————————————— .

, ——————————————————— .

1 
, ————————————————— 4

^ ——————————

^ —————————— 

^ ———————————

4 ——————————————

4 ————————————————

1
, ————————————————— , 

. ————————————— ——— ,

1
, ——————————————————— 4

, ——————————————————— ,

1 
t ————————————————— 4

1 
h ————————————————— 4

1
h ————————————————— ,

L . 1

II

r\t~r\
l ————————— U&V1 i K i^nc" . .

, MINING uNaa^^^i.- l
0.00

4 ——— — — -----------
n.oo

i.. —— —— —— . -. ——— .4

i'ota'1 iiuiber 
of Claiis

Total Value Mork 
Done

Total Value 
Work Applied

Total Assigned 
Froi

Tot;: 'x- --.r-/:

Credits you are d ailing in this report tay be cut back. In order to liniiize the adverse affects of such deletions, 
please indicate fret which claiis you wish to priorize the deletion of credits. Please lark (x) one of the following:

l.| j Credits are to be cut back starting with the claiis listed last, working backwards.

2.l j Credits are to be cut back equally over all claiis contained in this report of work.

3. j j Credits are to be cut back as priori zed on the attatched appendix.

4.|x| Credits are to be cut back starting with the claiis that have reserve credits.

In the event that you have not specified your choice of priority, option one will be iiplete

Note 1: Exaiples of beneficial Interest are unrecorded transfers, option payients, leiorandui of agreements, etc.,
with respect to the lining claiis. 

Note 2: If work has been perforieo on patented or leased land, please coiplete the following:

I certify that the recorded holder had a beneficial interest in (Signature 
the patented or leased land at the tile the work was performed.

l Date



Ontario

Ministry of
Northern Oavalopmant
and Minaa

Minlstere du 
Devetoppement du Nord 
at daa minas

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

kttat des coOts aux fins 
du credit devaluation

Mining Act/Lol sur les mines

Transaction NoJN* da transaction .

LO. o o Yoy

Personal Information conactad on this form to obtainad undar the authority 
o* the Mining Act. This information win be used to maintain a record and 
ongoing atatua of the mining daim(s). Questions about thto collection should 
be directed to the Provincial Manager. Minings Lands. Ministry of Northern 
Development and Minas. 4th Floor. 159 Cedar Street. Sudbury. Ontario 
P3E 6AS. telephone (705) 670-7264.

Les renseignements personnels contenus dans la presenie formula soot 
recueiHis an vertu de la Lol sur lea mlnea et serviront a tenir i jour un registre 
des concessions minieres. Adresser loute quesiton sur la coflece da ces 
renseignements au chef provincial des terrains miniers. ministere du 
Developpemeni du Nord et des Mines. 159. rue Cedar. 4* etage. Sudbury 
(Ontario) P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264.

1. Direct Costs/CoOts directs

Type

Wage*
Salalrea

Contractor'a 
and Consultant's 
Fee* 
Drottsde 
rentrepreneur 
el de fexpert- 
conaeN

SuppfleaUaed 
Foumltures 
utfflaeea

Equipment 
Rental 
Location d* 
materiel

Description

Labour 
Main-d'oeuvre

Field Supervision 
Supervision sur to terrain

Typ* 
Pi? .tf'l LoiC5
l "P. iLC.LIr-'-

Type

Type

Amount 
Montant

*3S40

Total Direct Cost* 
Total des coots directs

Totals 
Total global

26*0

Z&&S

2. Indirect Costs/CoOts Indlrects
* * Note: When claiming Rehabilitation work Indirect costs are not 

allowable as assessment work. 
Pour to remboursement des travaux da rehabilitation, tes 
couts indirect* ne sont pas admissible* en tant qua travaux 
d'evaluation.

Type

Transportation 
Transport

rood and 
Lodging 
Mourrtture et 
nvDcrQftfiMfat
Mobfflzatlon and 
OemobnbaUon 
Mobilisation et 
demobrnsatlon

Description
Type

RECE
DECl

MINING LAN;

Amount 
Montant

ye-

: ',~"^r^ '.T~r

(S on/ 

Sub Total of Indirect Costs 
Total partlel des couts Indlrects

Amount Allowable (not greater than 20* of Direct Costa) 
Montant admissible (n'excadant pas 20 H des coOts directs)
Total Value of Assessment CredN Valeur totale du cftdk 
(Total ei 0(r*et end Allowable d*evshiatlon 
Mrect ceetel (TaW d*t coon etaehi

Totals 
Total global

-'

Note: The recorded holder win be required lo verify expenditures claimed in 
this statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification. M 
verification is not made, the Minister may reject for assessment work 
 f or part of the assessment work submitted.

Note : Le ttutaire enregistre sera lenu de verifier tesdspensesdemandees dans 
le present etat des coots dans les X jours suivant una demand* a eel 
eflet. Si la verification n'est pas effectuee. le ministre peut rejetar tout 
ou une partie des travaux d'evaluation presentes.

Filing Discounts

1. Work filed within two years of completion is claimed at lOXWfc of 
the sbove Total Value of Assessment CredH.

2. Work i.'.eo' three, four or five years after completion is claimed at 
SOW o? the above Total Value of Assessment Credit. See 
calculations below:

Total Value of Assessment CredH Total Assessment Claimed

x 0.50 -

Certification Verifying Statement of Costs

l hereby certify:
that the amounts shown are as accurate as possible and these costs 
were Incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands shown 
on the accompanying Report of Work form.

that
(Reconfed Holder. Agent. Portion In Company)

to make this certification

Remises pour depot

1. Les travaux deposes dans tes deux arts suivant tour achevement sont 
rernbourses.lW^dehv^tofctesusn^

2. Les travaux deposes trois. quatre ou cinq arts apfis Veyr dchevenwnt 
sont rembourses a 50 * de la valeur totate du credit d'evaluation 
susmentionne. Vorr tes caJcub d-dessous.

Valeur Male du credit d'evaluation Evaluation totale demands*

c 't -- *

Attestation de I'etat des

J'atteste par la presente:

depenses ont et4 engagees pour neWUef les travaux d'evaluation 
sur tes terrains indlques dans la formule de rapport de travai cHoirrt.

l am authorized Et qu'a litre de to sute autorise
(muWre enregMre. reprieeniant. poete oocupe dene li eompapnle)

A faire cette artestattbn. '

Sgnetura l/
' y

Date

0212 (04*1) Nota : Dana cetta formula; kxsqul designe des personnea. to mascunn est utBM au sans neutre.





Ontario
Ministry of Ministere du Geoscience Approvals Office
Northern Development Developpement du Nord 933 Ramsev Lake Road
and Mines et des Mines 6tn

Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6B5

Telephone: (705) 670-5853 
Fax: (705) 670-5863

December 18, 1995
Our File: 2.16302 
Transaction /: W9560. 00408

Mining Recorder
Ministry of Northern Development fit Mines
60 Wilson Avenue, 1st Floor
Timmins, Ontario
P4N 2S7

Dear Mr. White:

Subject: APPROVAL OF ASSESSMENT WORK CREDITS ON MINING CLAIM 
1193796 IN FOX TOWNSHIP

Assessment credits have been approved as outlined on the report of 
work form. The credits have been approved under Section 14 
(Geophysical) of the Mining Act Regulations.

The approval date is December 18, 1995.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please 
contact Steven Beneteau at (705) 670-5855.

Yours sincerely, 
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY:

Ron C. Gashinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section 
Mining and Land Management Branch 
Mines and Minerals Division

SBB/jl 
Enclosure:

cc: Resident Geologist l/Assessment Files Library 
Timmins, Ontario Sudbury, Ontario
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.M. 307., 3.7

RES MF

33. 134.) t. B.

OJ

Topo

Interpretation

Chargeability 
mVA

Interpretation

Resistivity 
ohm/mcttrt

Oj 0.

,__.-3.7 r307 ..66

MF RES

1.8

-t-—K-—t—i——i——i——i- -t———*———l———l———H-

J*JPJ
WBS 5*005 +4BS MBS 24065, HODS,

filter -"
n-1 l.t
n-2 .M

n-3 .40
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.H .M .m ST}    "^1 .H
^ S 

M -.Tt .* .W —— .M 0 .

10 .10 .40 .50

.10 -.40 .M .H

.70 .70

40 .40

J.1N .M -.M .H -.M .H .M .B
i S* — ̂ *^.^ ^^
.M -.10 .M f '2.7~~— 1.2 1.1 "T?s .M

filter
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MX) S 3*00 S

filter It2 W W 271 20] MO US BO M2 400 417 410 410 273 212 fj|^ef-

n-1 141 128 IB 141 11) 141 140 106 210 220 221 200 411 18 120 n-1

n-2 HI M 87 210 214 241 207 257 102 420 M 470 200 240 n-2

n-3 2H24020120I1M1401071I7 400" MO Ut US W n-3

n-4 KI 2*2 V7 172 401 M HO 411 V SOI M y M7 110 n-4

n-5 lil 114 412 420 XI M* M 417\ t* s 1U M n-5

n-6 171 141 414 M W 401 107 442 170 171 n-6

IP

.0 Lo LO

2.
Topo

Interpretation

Chargeability

Interpretation

Resistivity 
ohm/meters

L- 200E

Pole-Dipole Array

' —— On H2H

200E/ 1600S 'a~50M. Travere*; N-S

piotint

^RECEIVED
l fi Q A O * n1L U O v iG ^ nJ)Ec 15 1995

MINING LANDS BRANCH

Cont. Intervals Profiles 
Resistivity ; 500 ohm/meter — — ~ ~ 
Chargeability ; 1.0 mV/V 
Metal Factor ; 1 X ——————

INSTRUMENTS
Androtex TDR6, Time Domain Receiver

1760mSec Total Intergration Time, BOmS Delay .
MT= ( 80+80+80+80+160+160+160+320+320+320 ) mSec

Sdntrex TSQ-3 Transmitter 
8Second Total Duty Cycle, 2Sec On/Off Time.

INTERPRETATION
Low Effect
Poorly Chargeable mV/V, IP effect
Low Apparent Resistivity, rho

Moderately Low Effect 

Moderately High Effect

| High Effect
———— Good Chargeability mV/V, IP effect 

High Apparent Resistivity, rho

Scale 1:5000
50 O 50 100 150 200 250 300 

(m*t*n)

Naranda Wning A Exploration Ltd
Induced Polarization Survey

Fox-2-93 Grid 
Fox Township, NTS: 42- H/ SE

Porcupine Mining Division
M. C. Expbraiion Services Inc. Sept 1995.

, 42H02SW0007 2.16302 FOX 210
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.40

Topo

Interpretation

Chargeability 
mV/V

Interpretation

Resistivity 
ohm/meters

42H02SW0007 2 16302 FOX

-^——t——(~

7400 S 6*00 S | 5+OOS 4+00 S 3+00 S 2-KIOS 1+00 S

filter
n-1 

n-2 

n-3 

n-4 

n-5 

n-6

1.1 .40 .40 .50 •™ ™ filter

.10 .00 .50 .00 

O .50 -.00 

1.1" ("'X'
.40 I.Js,

20 .40 .40 .50 .00 .70 .50 .50 .70 .70 .00 n-1

.50 .00 .M .50 .50 .50 .50 .40 00 .70 n-2

00 .40 .40 .20 .00 1.2^g: .70 .30 .70 .00 n-3

' 2.3 ^ .40 iT^^IO .40 .20 1.1 ^-.20 n-6

-*——*——*-

7+OOS 6+00 S 5+00 S 4+OOS 3+00 S 2+00 S 1+00 S

filter 111 231 200 Ml KM Ot M* MO 47* 501 451 437 317 filter
n-1 1M 121 137 140 ISO 101 225 270 Ut 253 240 U4 315 215 227 

n-2 214 205 221 250 201 122 2N 442 r""loT~^ 400^ 307 370 427 330

n-3 

n-4 

n-5 

11=6

270 250 200 340 104 140 500 710 lil ^ 470 401 405

\,300 204 141 105 172 107 141 \ 500 070 US \43t 110

150 140 Ml 100 100 400 411 V 707 720 004 \ 101

MO 100 102 304 377 417 300 ~- 505 110 471

0=5

fopo

Interpretation

Chargeability
mV/V

Interpretation

Resistivity 

ohm/meters

220

L- 100E

Pole-Dipole Array

200E/ 1600S

Remote
, Traverse; N-S

plot point

Filter

6302 -v-
**"

?ECEIVED
n4 DEC151995

Cant.
Resistivity ; 500 ohm/meter 
Chargeability ; 1.0 mV/V 
Metal Factor ; 1 %

INSTRUMENTS
Androtex TDR6, Time Domain Receiver

1760mSec Total Interqration Time, 80mS Delay.
MT= ( 80+80+80+80+160+160+160+320+320+320 ) mSec

Scintrex TSQ-3 Transmitter 
SSecond Total Duty Cycle , 2Sec On/Off Time .

INTERPRETATION
] Low Effect

Poorly Chargeable mV/V. IP effect 
Low Apparent Resistivity, cho

50

Moderately Low Effect 

Moderately High Effect

High Effect
Good Chargeability mV/V, IP effect
High Apparent Resistivity, rho

Scale 1:5000
50 100 150 200 250 300z—s—s

(maters)

Noranda Mining Se Exploration Ltd
Induced Polarization Survey 

Fox-2-93 Grid
^j H/ SE _

Porcupine Mining Division
M . C . Exploration Services Inc . Sept 1 995 .


